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Forum’s Work Groups:
Academic Collaboration Work Group: 
Focuses on expanding various aspects of multinational 
Companies collaboration with academic institutions and 
Tech Transfer Offices such as enabling and simplifying IP 
transfer and sharing, utilizing of academic expertise, 
exposing MNCs to academic research etc.

Government Collaboration Work Group:
Focuses on various collaborations with the relevant 
government authorities and seeks opportunities to 
improve government processes and policies that will 
encourage additional investments of global companies 
in Israel.

Positioning and Communications Work Group:
Handling communication aspects of Multinational 
Companies including press presence, positioning of the 
Multinational Companies in the press and providing 
relevant materials on the Israeli tech industry.

Human Capital Work Group:
HR Managers collaborate to address the high tech 
industry challenges as well as the unique issues of Israeli 
sites of Multinational Companies.

Education Work Group:
Focuses on growing the engineering and technical 
capacity of High-tech in Israel by taking actions that will 
increase the number and quality of students graduating 
from Engineering, Computing, Science and Math.

If you are a leader of an R&D Center of a Multinational 
Company, you are welcome to join this influential and 
constructive forum.

IATI Multinational Companies

The IATI MNC Forum unites the leaders of the leading 
Multinational R&D centers in Israel to collaborate, promote and 
advance common interests to the benefit of the entire tech 
industry in Israel.
IATI (Israel Advanced Technology Industries) is Israel's umbrella 
organization for the high-tech and life-science industries. In a 
country like Israel where innovation is a national mindset, IATI's 
mission is to represent and support the entire advanced technology 
ecosystem in order to leverage its strengths and expand its 
network.
The IATI MNC Forum is led by Yoram Yaacovi, GM of Microsoft Israel 
R&D Center and Raffi Margaliot, SVP and GM Application Delivery 
Management, HPE Software.

For more information and for joining the IATI MNC Forum

please contact Roni Yore: roni@iati.co.il | T: + 972(0)737133401
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Management, HPE Software
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Prof. Avi Simhon, Head of the National Economic 
Council, Prime Minister's Office
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Welcome to the IATI 2016 Multinational R&D Annual Conference!

It is not taken for granted to see a massive amount of MNC's R&D Centers that join hands 
and co-operate locally on an ongoing, all-welcome basis – all this in order to achieve 
common industry goals that encourage innovation and contribute to the ecosystem as a 
whole.

In Israel, and specifically within IATI MNC Forum activities, this has been happening for the last several years, with a 
great impact on the local advanced industries environment. We at the Israel Advanced Technology Industries (IATI), 
Israel's umbrella organization for the high-tech and life sciences industries, do all we can to promote co-activities. 
We have found great partners in you, local R&D center General Managers, to do just so.
 
In the last year alone, we have taken a substantive role in structuring long-term steps such as the BEPS regulation, 
MNC tax law, employee training, and the setting of Israel Innovation Authority. We actively promoted projects of long 
term and short term education (e.g. National Cyber Championship), and we have continuously acted to strengthen 
industry-academia relations through creating possibilities for networking between R&D centers and relevant 
researchers. All this, while keeping a close connection with the Israeli government as well as keeping an eye on the 
needs of employees, academia and entrepreneurs.

This is part of the reason why IATI's Multinational R&D Annual Conference is such a unique event. For the 4th year 
now, we gather to celebrate our fruitful, ongoing dynamics with which Israel's many R&D centers help to create a 
better innovative environment. The combined talent, brainpower and entrepreneurial energy of our members holds 
enormous promise for our industries as well as for Israel.

In this Conference, we will present some of the most exciting developments in advanced technologies that are taking 
place in Israel today. Top-tier global companies are opening new R&D centers, and accelerator programs open almost 
weekly in Israel. This continues to bring invaluable international expertise to Israel, helping it to stay ahead of the 
game in the global technology sector in spite of its small size.

We feel extremely fortunate to have strong partners across the industries, and we are eager to continue working with 
you to realize our common vision. 

So, please join us for another annual milestone in our joint journey! 

For more information, please contact me at Karin@iati.co.il or +972-73-7136313.
 
Yours,

Karin Mayer Rubinstein
CEO IATI
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We are pleased to welcome you to the fourth Annual Conference 
of the IATI Multinational Companies (MNC) Forum. 

Israel has the highest concentration of large multinational 
companies per square kilometer, and per capita. 

Many multinational companies have recognized the unique skills of the Israeli developers, and the 
innovation amongst the Israeli start-ups, and this resulted in many such companies setting up 
their R&D centers in Israel. Whether it stems from an acquisition of one or more startups, the 
recognition of the technical strength and the innovation of the talent in Israel, or from the move of 
a senior executive from the global company back to Israel – the result is the same – Israeli 
engineers and developers are working in R&D for the global companies and creating key value for 
these companies.
The multinational R&D centers are a significant segment of the Israeli high-tech industry - 
currently there are over 250 global companies with thousands of employees in Israel. 45% of R&D 
employees in Israel are employed by multinational companies. As such the MNC forum is an 
important part of the IATI. The forum creates a unique opportunity for the managers of the R&D 
centers to interact, exchange ideas and best practices, and advance topics and issues which are 
common to all of them.  This collaboration and partnership of MNCs in Israel, while competing on 
local talent acquisition, and in many cases, business competitors globally, are a great testament to 
the unique culture of Israel and its people.  Being part of large corporations, these centers have 
the need and the bandwidth to take the strategic point-of-view, and attend to the long-term 
viability and growth of the high-tech talent and ecosystem in Israel and our ability to continue to 
bring value to the multinational companies and to Israel.  

Today’s conference is part of this strategy – we will discuss regulatory challenges the industry 
faces and current legislation that directly affects us, as well as the issue of workforce shortage in 
the high-tech industry, while investigating different aspects of creating human capital – 
including STEM education (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), workforce 
diversity and integration of different sectors. The intent is to share with our guests and with each 
other the magnitude and the quality of the work being done here, and encourage synergies and 
collaboration where possible, adding even more value to the presence in Israel. 

We hope you will enjoy the conference and benefit from it. You are welcome to approach either 
one of us or the IATI office for any further information you may need. 

Yoram Yaacovi     Raffi Margaliot
General Manager     General Manager
Microsoft R&D Center, Israel   HPE Software, Israel
Co-Chair of the IATI MNC Forum  Co-Chair of the IATI MNC Forum
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The Israeli economy has changed considerably in the last 20 years,
since the hi-tech industry became the key engine of economic activity in the market.

Today, Israel is home to the R&D centers of hundreds of international corporations, and 
approximately one in every ten workers in Israel work in the hi-tech industry.

However, in the past few years, there is a growing concern that Israeli hi-tech might be limited due 
to a shortage in skilled workers.

With the understanding that this matter goes beyond the local hi-tech industry, the National Economic Council is working 
in conjunction with many partners in the Council for Higher Education, the Israel Innovation Authority, the Ministry of 
Industry, Trade and Labor, the Ministry of Finance and many other organization to advance a national scheme to provide a 
solution to the personnel problem. This means devising strategies that will have long-term effects on the entire Israeli 
economy and on its potential to compete with the world in the future.

We are pleased with the cooperation with IATI and the representatives of the international companies, which is contributing greatly to the 
development of this national scheme. The Government of Israel cannot establish an effective plan without the insight, the experience and 
feedback from the industry, and for that I thank you on behalf of the Prime Minister and the Israeli government.

Over the next few years, the government will try hard to provide a solution to the shortage in hi-tech workers. I ask that you continue working 
together to overcome this challenge, so that together we can lead the industry and the entire economy towards new heights.

Prof. Avi Simhon
Head of the National Economic Council,
Prime Minister's Office

IATI 4th MULTI-NATIONAL R&D CENTERS
It is my pleasure to congratulate IATI on the occasion of its fourth annual MNC FORUM.
This Forum provides an excellent opportunity to showcase Israeli entrepreneurship and 
innovation. It also gives the opportunity for the managers of the R&D centers to interact, 
exchange ideas and best practices.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is committed to promote Israel's capabilities in the advanced 
technologies sector. This commitment is being realized in the daily work and effort of our embassies 

and consulates  abroad, activities like organizing seminars, facilitating contacts, bringing Israeli prominent speakers to 
participate in leading international conferences , bringing high level delegations to visit Israel and many other relevant 
activities in this regard.

The collaboration between the MFA and IATI is an excellent example of private sector government cooperation with a 
common goal of strengthening Israel's economy and  standing in the world and I'm certain that this coming annual MNC 
FORUM will be an  important contribution to our common goal. 

Yuval Rotem
Director General 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Israel is the world’s spiritual hub for innovation and a powerhouse for
pioneering technologies. Israeli thinkers, makers and doers are changing the
world of Media&Internet, Cyber Security, Water Technology, AgriTech, Health&Life
Sciences, Financial Technology, Automotive Industry, High-Tech&Smart Manufacturing.
If you are looking for ways to grow your business, Israel is the place to be. First, we have an 
increasingly strong and resilient economy. Israel has seen consecutive years of significant GDP 
growth above the OECD and the US, what’s more, our 5% unemployment rate is one of the lowest in 
the world. Thus, despite the regional geopolitical challenges the Israel economy has been identified 

as one of the most secure and healthy in the world.
Second, our renowned academic system has afforded us with an extraordinary talented workforce. Israeli scientific 
institutions are ranked No.1 for quality and No.4 in the world for research personnel. Moreover, Israel has the highest
concentration of engineers and PhDs per capita in the world, laying the foundation for influential research and innovation.
Third, Israel is an R&D and technology leader. No.1 in the world R&D investment as a percentage of GDP, with more than 
3,000 high-tech companies and start-ups (the highest concentration in the world after the Silicon Valley). Israel also has 

the largest number of NASDAQ listed companies outside North America.
Fourth, we are open for business – The Ministry of Economy is position to promote foreign investments in Israel, with programs and 
services designed to address your needs during every phase of the investment process and as you grow your business in Israel. 
Comprehensive governmental incentives make Israel one of the world’s most attractive places for investors.
Fifth, Israel has by far outperformed other countries in VC volume per capita, and many of the world’s leading multina¬tional companies 
have made their home in Israel. Microsoft, Motorola, Google, Apple, Facebook, Berkshire-Hathaway, Intel, HP, Siemens, GE, IBM, Toshiba 
and Cisco head the long list of over 300 MNCs who have realized that Israel is their ideal choice for investment.
Our message is clear: If you are considering expanding your business, searching for inspiring technologies or looking for attractive 
opportunities – invest in Israel.

Amit Lang
Director General
Ministry of Economy

The State of Israel attaches great importance to the development of human resources
in all areas of technology and particularly in programming. It is the role of the Ministry of
Education to train the next generation to operate in a constantly changing technological 
environment. Among the needed skills are: self-learning, teamwork, innovativeness, adaptability to 
technological change, thinking outside the box and especially a sense of competence. One way in 
which the Ministry of Education is acting to implement these skills is the Israeli Cyber 
Championship (ICC). The Ministry develops the ICC in cooperation with the IATI multi-national 
corporations (MNC) Forum, Kadima Mada and Rashi Foundation. The championship exposes all 

Israeli students to the fundamentals of coding as the basis for the technological world. Volunteering engineers from the 
MNCs, accompany the students in the competition, function as team leaders, and expose the students to the tools used in 
the industry. They act as role models for the students and bring high-tech experience and innovativeness into schools. 
Financial contributions of the MNCs enable to increase the scope of activities; to hire developers; and to acquire unique 
development tools and innovative working environments. Seniors from high-tech companies advise in their field of 
expertise, to the development team. This allows the ministry to implement new technologies and working methods. We 

must join forces: government, industry, and third sector, to meet the challenge of preparing the younger generation for the future, giving 
them necessary skills for coping with a variety of technologies, enable each student to develop his talents and increase the pool of 
students who could confront the future challenges of science, technology, and engineering.

Michal Cohen
Director General
Ministry of Education
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Company Profile 
Algotec Systems Ltd. is a world leader in healthcare information systems and medical imaging technology. 
Algotec is a strategic research and development center and a fully owned subsidiary of Carestream Health, a health 
imaging and information technology solutions company. Carestream provides medical and dental imaging systems 
and healthcare IT solutions, as well as X-ray film and digital X-ray products for the non-destructive testing market 
worldwide. With revenue of 2.4 billion dollars and over 7,000 employees worldwide, Carestream is serving a global 
customer base in over 170 countries.

Technologies & Products: 
Algotec develops a platform for digital managements, reading and processing of images from a variety of medical 
modalities, such as CT, MRI, X-ray, and management of images from other domains, such as cardiology, 
gynecology, and endoscopy.
Developing the platform, Algotec utilizes advanced technologies in:
 Image Processing
 Cloud
 Machine Learning
 Data Analytics
 Natural Language Processing
 Mobile/Web

Product/Activity Highlights:
Algotec/Carestream products are installed in the world’s most prestigious medical centers in the world, including 
the US National Institutes of Health (NIH), Johns Hopkins hospital, The U.S. Navy, Cedars Sinai hospital in L.A., 
Institute Curie in Paris, as well as covering nation-wide medical enterprises in the UK, Norway, France, Singapore, 
Australia, China, Israel and many more. 

Algotec Systems Ltd.

Year Established in Israel: 1993

Number of Employees: 210

Fields of Interest: Medical Imaging

Website: www.algotec.com / www.carestream.com/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlgotecSystems/
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Product/Activity Highlights:
Applied Materials is the leader in materials engineering solutions used to produce virtually every 
new chip and advanced display in the world. 
In Israel, Applied Materials develops, manufactures, markets and supports process diagnostics 
and control equipment designed for semiconductor processes.
Located in Rehovot and employing over 1,200 people, Applied Materials Israel plays a significant 
role in enabling the production of the next generation of microchips.
Applied’s inspection systems are used to detect particles and process-induced defects that can 
occur on wafers or photomasks during fabrication.
Applied’s metrology systems are used to measure the physical dimensions of circuit features to 
determine if they meet specifications.

Key Products

Applied Materials

Number of Employees: 1,200

When established in Israel: 1997

Applied SEMVision™ G6 Defect Analysis – comprehensive defect review and analysis for 1x technology node
Applied UVision™ 7 Wafer Inspection - Advanced brightfield inspection for advanced patterning
Applied PROVision™ eBeam Inspection – High resolution systematic defect identification and monitoring
Applied VeritySEM® 5i Metrology – CD SEM metrology advancing 3D FinFET and VNAND production
Applied Aera5™ Mask Inspection - aerial image based inspection and qualification for the 1xnm node
Purity™ Automatic Defect Classification –production proven ADC for even more reliable yield management
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Company Profile 
At AT&T, we’re bringing it all together. We deliver advanced mobile services, next-generation TV, high-speed 
internet and smart solutions for people and businesses. That’s why we’re investing to be the premier integrated 
communications company.
Fast, highly secure and mobile connectivity – to everything on the internet, everywhere, at every moment and on 
every device – is what drives us. It’s reflected in our mission:
Connect people with their world, everywhere they live, work and play … and do it better than anyone else.
So our customers can stay connected from nearly anywhere. It doesn’t matter if they’re driving home from work or 
traveling across the country or beyond.
Customers want to enjoy their favorite movies, TV shows, music and sports on any screen. We’re the largest provider 
of pay TV in the United States and the world. So, we’re setting the standard for delivering video when, where and 
how customers want it.
In the United States, we offer TV and wireless nationwide, plus a large high-speed internet footprint. We offer a 
wide choice of internet speeds to meet customers’ needs. With our 100% fiber network, customers in 29 markets can 
download an HD movie in 36 seconds, a TV episode in 3 seconds and 25 songs in 1 second. We plan to expand these 
speeds to 27 more metro areas, at least 56 metros in total. We also offer pay TV in 11 Latin American countries.
We offer solutions that help businesses in every industry serve their customers better. We deliver advanced services 
to nearly 3.5 million businesses on 6 continents. That includes nearly all of the Fortune 1000 as well as 
neighborhood businesses across the United States.
Our high-speed mobile internet network covers nearly 380 million people and businesses across the U.S. and 
Mexico. We also wirelessly connect cars, machines, shipping containers and more. It's all part of our leadership in 
what’s called the Internet of Things.
And we never stop innovating. The brightest minds in the business are in our AT&T Labs and Foundry centers 
developing new technologies, apps, products and services.
We envision a world where everything and everyone work together. We envision a world that works for you.

Technologies & Products:
Telecommunications & conferencing, Networking, Security, Cloud infrastructure, Entertainment & Television, Big 
Data, IOT

AT&T Foundry™:
AT&T Foundry™ innovation centers are fast-paced and collaborative environments where AT&T teams work with 
developers to deliver the latest apps, products and services to market faster than ever before. At the AT&T Foundry™, 
developers work with AT&T technology experts, access resources they can’t get anywhere else, and accelerate their 
innovations
AT&T Foundry™  wants to connect with cutting-edge Israeli innovators and technologies that will deliver new 
valuable products and services to our customers. We are looking for technologies that enhance or refine an existing 
AT&T product or customer experience.

AT&T R&D Center, AT&T Foundry

Year Established in Israel: 2007

Number of Employees: 500+

Fields of Interest: Telecommunications, Networking, Security, 

Cloud infrastructure, Entertainment & Television, Big Data, IOT 

Website: www.att.com
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Technologies and Products
• AutoCAD 360 Mobile
• BIM 360 
• Forge

Acquisitions in Israel
• VisualTao (11/2009)
• Paracloud (07/2012)
• CmyCasa (11/2012)
• For-Each  (10/2013)
• Purple Bit  (08/2014)

Product/Activity Highlights
Autodesk is a world leader in 2D and 3D design, providing engineering and entertainment software solutions for the 
manufacturing, construction, media and entertainment markets.
In 2009, Autodesk opened its first development center in Tel-Aviv, Israel. Autodesk Israel is focused on innovative 
solutions that bring Autodesk’s unique technology stack into the hands of broader audiences than its traditional 
customer base. The center’s purpose is to develop the future of technology in the fields of 2D and 3D design, as well 
as for web, mobile and cloud computing platforms. Our center's leading products are now used daily by millions of 
users worldwide. 

Autodesk Israel R&D

Established in Israel: 2009

Employees: 130

Fields of interest: CAD, Mobile apps, Computer Vision, Web apps
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Technologies & Products
Broadcom Limited is a diversified global semiconductor leader built on 50 years of innovation, collaboration and 
engineering excellence. Broadcom's extensive product portfolio serves multiple applications within four primary end 
markets: wired infrastructure, wireless communications, enterprise storage and industrial solutions. Applications for 
our products in these four primary end markets include: data center networking, home connectivity, broadband 
access, telecommunications equipment, smartphones and base stations, data center servers and storage, factory 
automation, power generation and alternative energy systems and display.
A Fortune 500® Company, combining global scale, engineering depth, broad state of the art product portfolio 
diversity, superior execution and operational focus to deliver category leading connectivity products so its customers 
can build and grow successful businesses today and in the future. As one of the world’s largest fabless semiconductor 
companies, Broadcom designs and develops its products in labs and design centers around the world. 

Acquisitions in Israel
   1. 2016:  Magnacom  - 5th generation communication technology
   2. 2015:  Densbit  - Flash-based storage technology 
   3. 2012:  Wisair - LAN communication experts
   4. 2012:  Broadlight - World GPON solutions leader
   5. 2011:  SC Square - Security software technology
   6. 2011:  Provigent - Mixed signal semiconductors for microwave backhaul systems
   7. 2010:  Sightic Vista - Multimedia solutions
   8. 2010:  Percello - Femtocells system-on-a-chip (SoC) technology
   9. 2009:  Dune Networks - Switch fabric solutions
   10. 2007:  Octalica - Advanced Home Networking technology
   11. 2005:  Siliquent - Ethernet processing technology
   12. 2004:  MSTREAM - Cellular communication throughput technology
   13. 2001:  VisionTech - MPEG-2 compression/ decompression solutions

Product / Activity Highlights
Broadcom deliver sophisticated performance to a broad global communications industry. It's consistent and 
long-term innovations transform fundamental economics of communications markets through integration, 
connectivity, low power and price/performance. Connecting everything® is at the heart of this phenomenon. In 
addition to raising customers' expectations and setting the industry bar for electronics design, Broadcom collaborates 
with Israeli academia and government. Broadcom was awarded as a multinational corporation contributor to Israel, 
on January 2013 by the President of Israel and the minister of Economics. Broadcom Corporation was acquired on 2016 
by Avago Technologies and is now called Broadcom Limited.

Broadcom Limited (NASDAQ: AVGO)

Established in Israel: 2001

Fields of Interest: data center networking, home connectivity, 

broadband access, telecommunications equipment, smartphones and 

base stations, data center servers and storage, factory automation, 

power generation and alternative energy systems, and displays.

www.broadcom.com
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Technologies & Products
     IEEE-1647 Standard for The e Functional Verification Language
     Specman Elite
     vManager and Incisive Matrix Center (IMC)
     Verification IP Portfolio
     UVM Methodology
     Indago Debug platform
     Multi-Core Simulation
     Perspec System Verifier
     JasperGold Formal suite

Acquisitions in Israel
The Israeli start-up Verisity was acquired by Cadence Inc. On April 2005.
The Israeli start-up Transwitch was acquired by Cadence Inc. On 2012
The Israeli start-up Jasper was acquired by Cadence Inc. On 2013.
The Israeli start-up Rocketick was acquired by Cadence Inc. On April 2016.

Product / Activity Highlights
In 1996 the start-up Verisity was founded by Yoav Hollander in attempt to significantly better address the huge 
challenges of functional verification of hardware design. The solution to be created was a synergy of three major 
components: the e Verification Language (later accepted as IEEE-1647 Standard), the development tool/environment 
called Specman, and a verification methodology. Later on a forth component was added and found to be very 
significant: e Verification Components (aka eVCs), which are typically called VIPs (for Verification IPs).
Verisity was a true pioneer and leader in verification, leveraging verification expertise developed in Israel into a huge 
leap in verification automation and philosophy. 
Since the acquisition of Verisity by Cadence, Cadence has become the market thought leader in verification, with 
Israel playing a key role in the drive and innovation of new verification products, technologies and methodologies. 
That was further reinforced with the acquisition of Jasper - a market leader in Formal Verification - in 2013, with its 
leading R&D center in Haifa, Israel.
In 2015 Cadence has decided to combine its Sales center in Herzelia and Development Center in Rosh Haain into a 
single Sales and Development center in Petach Tikva, where it resides today.
In 2016 Cadence has acquired the Israeli startup Rocketick that developed a unique technology for multi-core 
simulation – bringing some of the core business activities of Cadence (functional hardware simulation) to Israel, and 
further establishing Cadence Israel as a leader in Verification technologies worldwide.

Cadence Design Systems Ltd
Established in Israel: 1996
Employees: 270
Fields of Interest: Cadence is the global leader in software, hardware and 
services of the electronic design automation industry, or EDA. Established 
in 1989 as a sales and support office based in Herzelia high tech industrial 
area. In 2005 Cadence acquired Verisity and added its local R&D center 
which is focused on technologies and products for Functional 
Verification. Today Cadence has its primary development and sales center 
in Kiryat Arie, Petach Tikva, and a development center in Matam, Haifa
www.cadence.com
www.facebook.com/CadenceDesignSystemsLtd/
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Company Profile:
ZEISS is an internationally leading technology enterprise operating in the optics and optoelectronics industries. 
Its strategic Business Group Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology (SMT) covers key processes in microchip 
production. SMT’s  strategic business unit Semiconductor Metrology Systems (SMS) focuses on a key component 
in Semiconductor Manufacturing, the photomask. 
Photomasks contain the essential pattern information of integrated circuits and can be considered as the 
blueprints for microchips. Our solutions help customers in the semiconductor industry to develop and 
manufacture these blueprints with zero defects, thereby achieving highest yields.
 The strategic business unit SMS is headquartered in Jena, Germany with additional sites in Rossdorf (DE), 
Oberkochen (DE) and Karmiel (IL). The global setup ensures fast response times and customer proximity. 

Technologies & Products: 
Ultrashort pulsed  laser based tools for semiconductor manufacturing. Expertise in optical and DUV wavelengths, 
machine motion, image processing, ultrashort pulsed laser material interaction with specialization in processing 
of transparent materials

Acquisitions in Israel: 
08/2008 Pixer Technologies (Now Carl Zeiss SMS Ltd Karmiel)

Product/Activity Highlights:

Carl Zeiss SMS Ltd.

Year Established in Israel: August 2008

Number of Employees: 32

Fields of Interest: Semiconductor capital equipment, ultrafast 

laser processes, micro and nano technology

Website: Carl Zeiss SMT; www.zeiss.com/smt
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R&D, Product management & production of semiconductor capital equipment 
CDC 32 - The ZEISS CDC system improves Critical Dimension Uniformity (CDU) across photomasks, Increases the 
Process Window(PW), and by that improves the ultimate process yield 
RegC - ZEISS RegC improves the mask Image Placement Error (IPE)  and wafer On Product Overlay (OPO) to meet 
the advanced DUV immersion Multi Patterning (MP) specifications. It also allows to match registration footprints 
of different mask writing tools same as of different exposure tools.
ForTune - Next generation tool of CDC and RegC well established systems, that utilizes the  state of the art well 
controlled ultrashort pulsed with huge innovation in the adoptive optics, that allows to meet the most advanced 
CDU, IPE, and OPO specification for DUV immersion MP and match to EUV specification.



Company profile
Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) is the worldwide technology leader that has been making the Internet work 
since 1984. Our people, products, and partners help society securely connect and seize tomorrow's 
digital opportunity today. Discover more at thenetwork.cisco.com and follow us on Facebook at 
@CiscoIsrael.

Products/Technologies
•  Analytics & Automation
•  Cloud
•  Collaboration
•  Mobility
•  Data Center
•  Enterprise Networks
•  Internet of Things
•  Software
•  Security
•  Software Defined Networking (SDN)

Acquisitions in Israel
• Cisco has a nearly 20-year history of investing in Israel via acquisitions and supporting the 
entrepreneurial community through strategic corporate investments in startups. 
• Cisco invested $7B in Israel through acquisitions, direct and indirect investments; Cisco acquired 11 
companies in Israel, invested in over 30 startups and 4 funds

Product /Activity Highlights
Cisco Israel was founded more than 15 years ago.   
Cisco is working extensively in Israel and during 2016 it signed a principal cooperation agreement with 
the Israeli government for Country Digitization Accelerator )CDA). Under the CDA program Cisco 
operates in collaboration with the relevant factors in the country, to accelerate the strategic country 
digitization program of these governments.

Cisco Systems

Established in Israel: 1995

Employees: 1600

Fields of interest:  

Advanced network processors and switch fabric Silicon solutions (ASICs), 

Advanced network management software, Deep packet Inspection and network 

monitoring, Control and monitor access to enterprise networks, Video software 

and content security, Optimization of mobile networks (Intrucell)

Web site address: www.cisco.com
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Company Profile:
Citi’s Technology Innovation Lab was established in 2011 after identifying the potential of merging Citi’s well 
established position in the global financial markets with Israel’s innovative, entrepreneurial and fast paced culture. 
The Lab is supported by the Israeli Chief Scientist. The main objective of the Lab is to define new needs and 
opportunities in the financial arena and provide cutting edge tools for the financial markets. 
Those disruptive innovations are essential in maintaining Citi’s dominant position as a global leader in the ever 
evolving and changing financial markets and provide Citi’s solid and traditional organization leverage in a modern and 
technology oriented environment.

Highlights:
Since its establishment, Citi Innovation Lab has built the local Fintech community in order to help Israel become a 
meaningful player in the global financial technology markets. Citi Accelerator offers a unique on-site program to help 
young startups grow and achieve key milestones through mentorship program and educational meetups.

Name of Company: Citi Innovation Lab TLV

Year Established in Israel: 2011

Number of Employees: 140

Fields of Interest: Mobile, Data Intelligence and Mining, Automatic Trading, 

Risk Engines & Information Security

 Technologies & Products:  
Data Intelligence and Mining: The Data Intelligence Lab develops analytical engines and tools to process 
streams of data in order to create financial-knowledge repositories, as well as to offer services that can be 
utilized to support a variety of trading/monetization opportunities.
Mobile Applications: Reinventing Citi’s trading platform for institutional investors CitiVelocity from its desktop 
and web status to be accessible from mobile devices. 
Risk Engine –The Lab aims to create grid infrastructure for risk calculations that will handle different 
mathematical models that will calculate risk in a timely manner. 
Automatic Trading – The Lab is creating Automatic Trading tools for FX options that allow options traders and 
clients to monitor and trade risks according to a strategy defined by the user. 
Information security Lab – Citi identified the potential of Israel’s expertise in Cyber Security and established in 
2014 a dedicated Lab to develop technologies and work with startup companies to allow Citi to deploy the best 
protection solutions.
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Company profile
Corning Optical Communications Wireless Ltd. (Corning) provides solutions for wireless services in buildings, in 
particular wireless cellular services. Corning sells primarily in the North American market, and is one of the three 
leading companies in the field. Among its customers are tier-1 operators, including Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon, and 
AT&T. Corning sells also in other markets, and among its enterprise customers are hospitals, hotels and more.

Products/Technologies
The Corning ONE™ Wireless Platform is a complete future-ready converged solution ideal for both enterprises and 
wireless operators. Built on an all-optical backbone with modular service support from the headend to the antenna, 
the Corning ONE Wireless Platform supports cellular service enhancements and other building applications, 
including Wi-Fi, video surveillance, building automation, and more, for the enterprise environment.

The Corning ONE platform’s optical fiber infrastructure is easy to deploy via a wide range of cabling options, 
including preterminated composite cables. Easy to design and install, these preterminated solutions significantly 
reduce installation costs and deployment time.
The Corning ONE solution is an ideal fit for enterprise deployments in the high-rise, health care, hospitality and 
higher education markets. It enables significant CAPEX and OPEX savings by reducing the need for parallel network 
infrastructure, utilizing new cost-effective small-cell technology, and eliminating costly rip and replace 
infrastructure upgrades.

Acquisitions in Israel
Corning Optical Communication Wireless LTD. Is a Corning acquisition from 2011

Product /Activity Highlights
Flexible architecture: Headend Unit (HEU); Optical Interface Unit (OIU); Interconnect Unit (ICU); Remote Access 
Unit (RAU); Central Ethernet Unit (CEU) - Optional

Corning Optical Communication Wireless LTD.

Year Established in Israel: 1998

Number of Employees: 150

Fields of Interest: Indoor Building Wireless (DAS)

Website: www.corning.com 
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Company Profile 
Daimler AG is one of the world's most successful automotive companies. With its Mercedes-Benz Cars, Daimler 
Trucks, Mercedes-Benz Vans, Daimler Buses, and Daimler Financial Services divisions, the group is one of the 
leading global suppliers of premium cars and is the world's largest manufacturer of commercial vehicles. Daimler 
Financial Services offers financing, leasing, fleet management, insurance, investments, credit cards, and innovative 
mobility services. 
The company founders, Gottlieb Daimler and Carl Benz, made history by inventing the automobile in 1886. As a 
pioneer of automotive design, Daimler is still designing the future of mobility today. The company focuses on 
innovative and environmentally friendly technologies as well as safe, high-grade vehicles that are fascinating and 
exciting. Daimler is consistently investing in the development of alternative drives – from hybrid vehicles to fully 
electric vehicles featuring batteries or fuel cells to enable zero-emissions mobility in the long term. Daimler is also 
advancing accident-free driving, intelligent networking as well as autonomous driving. This forms part of our 
continued commitment to fulfilling our responsibilities to society and the environment. 
The company is listed on the stock exchanges in Frankfurt and Stuttgart (stock exchange code DAI). In 2015 the 
group employed a total workforce of 284,015 employees and sold more than 2.9 million vehicles. Its revenue totaled 
€149.5 billion and its EBIT amounted to €13.5 billion.

Technologies & Products:
CASE – these letters will shape the future of Mercedes-Benz Cars. They stand for the strategic pillars of connectivity 
(Connected), autonomous driving (Autonomous), flexible use (Shared) and electric drive systems (Electric), which 
will be systematically advanced and intelligently combined by the company. Already today, Mercedes-Benz Cars 
plays a leading role in all four areas. By bundling them into one all-embracing strategy, the company is underlining 
its claim to play a dominant role in the mobility of the future.

Acquisitions in Israel:
Set up a new Research & Development Center in Tel Aviv, Israel, for Digital vehicle and Mobility.  

Product/Activity Highlights:
(still under investigation yet)

Daimler AG/ Mercedes-Benz Tel Aviv

Year Established in Israel:  2016

Number of Employees: Daimler AG (2015) = 284,015 employees

Fields of Interest: Automotive Industry

Website: www.daimler.com
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Company Profile
Dell EMC (dellemc.com), established with the DELL-EMC merger in 2016, is a part of Dell Technologies 
(DellTechnologies.com), the company enables organizations to modernize, automate and transform their data center 
using industry-leading converged infrastructure, servers, storage, networking and data protection technologies. Dell 
Technologies is the largest privately-controlled technology company, with 140,000 employees worldwide.
The Dell EMC Israel Center of Excellence (CoE), established in 2006 and headed by Dr. Orna Berry, with sites in 
Herzliya, Beer-Sheva and Haifa, is renowned for driving innovation in a dynamic, challenging and forward-thinking 
environment. 

The company features a variety of Business Units dedicated to developing next generation technologies, including:
Cyber Solutions Group
Real-world simulations, incident response, CERT & SOC solutions for network security. 
ScaleIO
Software-only server-based storage area network (SAN) converging storage and compute resources to form a 
single-layer, enterprise-grade storage product
Data Science 
Turning data into valuable business insights through business objective definition, analysis, modeling, and solution 
implementation
XtremIO 
Developing a new class of storage solutions based on highly innovative concepts in primary enterprise block and file 
storage design
Recoverpoint
Protection for any application on any array by replicating data anywhere worldwide and recovering it from any point 
in time
RSA
A rich suite of solutions for combating cybercrime including risk and analytics engines, cyber intelligence, and an 
antifraud command center

The company has over 10 local acquisitions and has been largely involved in the local IT community.

Name of Company: Dell EMC Israel 

Year Established in Israel: 2006

Number of Employees: 1200+

Website: http://dellemc.com/he-il/corporate/coe
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Products/Technologies
     Structured data platform- Catalogs, Attribute extraction and text interpretation, Image analysis
     Analytics- Marketing insights
     Social- ebay Go Together, ebay Group Gifting, Stuff by eBay

Acquisitions in Israel
     Shopping.com (08/05)
     The Gifts Project (10/11)
     SalesPredict (7/16)
     Corrigon (9/16)

Product /Activity Highlights
eBay is one of the world largest online marketplaces. With more than 1 billion live listings, 25M sellers, 165 million 
active buyers, eBay is where the world goes to shop, sell and give. 
The Israel R&D center is based in Netanya, and owns eBay’s most strategic initiative: Structured Data, the next 
generation e-commerce platform. 
The Structured Data Research and Development center is tasked with taking ideas and prototypes in various deep 
learning disciplines, combining them with the product requirements and bringing new, data driven product 
solutions to our internal users and external customers. 
We are the industry leaders in the areas of machine learning, natural language processing, information extraction, 
entity recognition, taxonomy management and moving the niddle in other areas such as computer vision.
We are working closely with the HQ in San Jose, giving every employee the opportunity to leave a mark, all with the 
latest technologies, and with enormous scale of data, building large-scale systems to handle large loads in 
real-time. 
Beyond building the structured platform of eBay, the Israeli R&D center also takes a role in end-user products, 
providing insights to sellers’ inventory and to buyers and sellers communities to enhance their commerce 
experience.
We employ extraordinary people who do meaningful work that has a tangible impact on the lives of individuals all 
over the world. 
We aspire to make extraordinary things possible for each other, for our customers, and for you. We’ve been doing 
this for over 20 years. And we're just as passionate about it today as when we founded the company in 1995.

eBay – Marketplaces R&D Center

Established in Israel: 2005

Employees: 260 

Field of Interest: Structured data, social commerce, analytics, 

research, semantic insights, ecommerce and payment innovation.

Website: www.ebay.com
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Company Profile 
GE (NYSE: GE) is the world’s Digital Industrial Company, transforming industry with software-defined machines and 
solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized around a global exchange of knowledge, 
the "GE Store," through which each business shares and accesses the same technology, markets, structure and 
intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and application across our industrial sectors. With people, 
services, technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for customers by speaking the language of industry

Technologies & Products:
The GE Store is the transfer of technology, talent, expertise and connections through GE’s massive, diverse network 
of businesses and markets. Technologies in Power, Aviation, Energy Management, Oil & Gas, Healthcare, Renewable 
Energy, Lighting

Acquisitions in Israel:
• Healthcare –Elscint (MRI, ELGEMS & Ultrasound); Orbotech Medical
• Lighting – Lightech 
• Power – Alstom (Solar, Wind, Energy & Grid Solutions)

Product/Activity Highlights:
• Healthcare R&D and manufacturing -  CT, MRI, NucMed, CZT, Ultrasound
• Lighting R&D and manufacturing -  Power Supplies for LED’s 
• Solar – EPC & O&M for largest solar field in Israel
• Hydro – EPC & O&M for hydroelectric pump station
• Energy – Gas and Heavy duty turbines for IPP’s & Israel Electric Corporation
• Aviation – Jet Engine service and maintenance
• Digital – Cyber Security, Predix Partnership Program
• Ventures – 12 portfolio companies
• Research – Israel Technology Center, Artificial Intelligence

General Electric (GE) 

Year Established in Israel: 1950

Number of Employees: 500

Fields of Interest: Industrial IoT, Advanced Manufacturing, 

Healthcare, Power, Renewable Energy, Energy Management, 

Lighting, Oil & Gas, Aviation, Transportation

Website: www.ge.com
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Company Profile: General Motors Israel was established with a clear vision of hiring the most qualified and brightest 
talents in order to develop non-traditional automotive technologies that will position GM as a global leader in the new 
mobility era. The center includes R&D and engineering teams that work on various developments to be incorporated 
in tomorrow’s autonomous and connected vehicles. GM Israel employs system engineers, big data scientists, machine 
learning, deep learning and artificial intelligence experts, who together shape the face of future vehicles.  
Development fields include:

The center is continuously expanding its activities in the autonomous and connectivity spaces and enhancing its 
machine learning capabilities to support cognitive decision making for autonomous vehicles. During 2016, seven new 
engineering groups were established and headcount doubled. Growth is expected to continue through 2017.

General Motors Israel is one of two global sites of GM Ventures, Corporate VC (the 2nd is based in Silicon Valley).GM 
has an ongoing relationship with the local Israeli start-up and investment ecosystem. GM both collaborates with and 
invests in promising entrepreneurs and companies who bring novel solutions for the automotive and transportation 
industry.

General Motors 
Year Established in Israel: 2008
Number of Employees: 250
Fields of Interest: Cutting edge automotive technologies addressing the 
most complex challenges of the new mobility era, including: smart 
sensing and perception, active safety (ADAS), cognitive driving, vehicle 
cybersecurity, human machine interface (HMI), natural speech, 
connected vehicle, connected consumer, infotainment, vehicle controls 
and robotics
Website: 
http://careers.gm.com/worldwide-locations/asiamiddle-east/israel.html

Autonomous Vehicles (AV): Active Safety, Smart Sensing, Vision Systems, Signal Processing, Machine Learning, 
Sensor Fusion, Artificial Intelligence, Cognitive Systems.
User Experience Technologies (UXT): Multimodal Interaction, Contextual HMI, Speech & Acoustics, Intuitive 
Interaction, User Interface (UI) for AV.
Connected Vehicle: Wireless Enablers, Sensor Networks, Infotainment, Cellular 4G-LTE, Vehicular Area Networks, 
Software Define Radio, GPS, “Fog” connectivity to immediate community.
Connected Consumer and Digital Life: Connectivity, Telematics, Infotainment, Cloud Computing, Big Data 
Analytics, Virtualization, Monetization and Location-Based Value-Added Services, Content Streaming, Digital Life 
Experience.
Cybersecurity: Big data analytics, Penetration testing, Design focused security and more. 
Controls and Robotics Advanced Control of Vehicle Subsystems, Mechanisms, Smart Devices and Actuators, 
State-of-the-Art Controls Methodologies.
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Google’s Research and Development Center in Israel - with offices in Tel Aviv and in Haifa - is an integrated part of 
Google’s global engineering organization, led by Yossi Matias, VP Engineering at Google. The center has developed 
innovative core products and technologies in the areas of Search, Data Analytics, Gmail, YouTube, Account Security, 
Cloud and Internet-scale Network infrastructure, and research initiatives on machine learning and language 
understanding. It pioneered an initiative of bringing online heritage collections including the Yad Vashem photo 
archive and the Dead Sea Scrolls, seeding up Google’s Cultural Institute which hosts hundreds of collections.

The center also leads education and community outreach programs, including the Mind-the-Gap program for 
encouraging high-school female students to take on science and technology, which became a global program and 
awarded the 2015 Anita Borg Institute Social Impact Award. It established Campus Tel Aviv, a hub for entrepreneurs 
and developers, to foster innovation and support the hi-tech community, with thousands of events and over 100,000 
participants, promoting diversity in Tech, initiating and hosting programs such as Campus for Moms and She 
Codes, as well as Launchpad which had expanded globally. The center supports and has scientific collaborations 
with the Israeli Academic institutions.

Google - Israel R&D Center

Established in Israel: 2006

Fields of Interest: Search, Analytics, Cloud, Networking, Waze, Research
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Our Story
Many people know HP as an iconic American company started by Dave Packard and Bill Hewlett. HP is the world’s 
largest provider of information technology infrastructure, software, services, and solutions to individuals and 
organizations of all sizes. 
On 25 July 2006, HP announced that it would pay approximately $4.5 billion to acquire the Israeli Mercury Interactive. 
On 7 November 2006, Mercury Interactive formally became part of HP. This was the largest ever acquisition deal in the 
history of Israel’s high tech industry.

On 1 November 2015 as part of splitting of the Hewlett-Packard Company, 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (or HPE) was founded as an American multinational enterprise information technology 
company. HPE is a business-focused organization with four divisions: Enterprise Group (servers, storage, networking, 
consulting and support); Services; Software; and Financial Services.

Product / Activity Highlights 
As a world class software company we have a unique position in the market with a broad and deep portfolio that 
enables our customers to improve their IT operations, generate actionable insights, protect and get the most out of 
their applications and data. Our portfolio includes core and growth assets – both are critically important to our 
customers’ businesses.
HPE SW is over 3B $company with more than 15,000 people around the world, and more than 200,000 employees with 
in Global HPE.

The Future of the company: HPE SW merge with Microfocus 
On September 2016, HPE CEO Meg Whitman announced that on September 2017, 
the software assets of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, would be merged with Micro Focus, a British multinational 
software and information technology business, to create an independent company of which HPE shareholders would 
retain majority ownership. This exciting future will create the 6th largest software company in the world with $4.5 
billion annual revenue, 50,000 customers and more than 20,000 employees WW. 
The new company will have one of the broadest IT SW portfolios, designed to address customers’ challenges across: 
Dev Ops, Security, IT Operation, Information Governance and Cloud. 

HPE Software IL     

Established on 2006

Numbers of employees: 1,000 +

company page: www.hpe.com

Fields of Interest: Application Delivery Management, IT Operations 

Management,   Information Governance, Big Data Analytics, Security, 

Compliant Archiving and Hybrid Cloud
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Product / Activity Highlights
IBM Research and IBM Development in Israel
The IBM R&D Labs in Israel include the Haifa Research Lab, the IBM Israel Software Lab and the IBM System Israel 
Lab – each with its own unique culture and focus. Lab employees work at our locations across Israel, which include 
Haifa, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem.

IBM Research Lab - Haifa
IBM Research - Haifa is the largest lab of IBM Research Division outside of the United States. Founded as a small 
scientific center in 1972, it grew into a major lab that leads the development of innovative technological products and 
cognitive solutions for the IBM corporation. The Lab works with IBM development and services arms, partners with 
clients to answer their needs, and collaborates with universities to promote industrial research. Continuously 
reinventing and refocusing itself to stay at the forefront of the technology, most projects today fall under cognitive 
computing, cloud data services, healthcare informatics, and image and video analytics, alongside mobile, security 
and quality. The lab also focuses on the industry domain of healthcare.

IBM Israel Software Lab
The IBM Israel Software Lab provides global leadership for development and customer support in multiple software 
areas, including security, cloud platforms, data analytics, application security, and mobile technologies. We work on 
cutting edge technologies that are part of IBM products, and sees hundreds if not thousands of organizations around 
the world use these products. Our team’s unique personality is defined by a combination of outstanding people, the 
pioneering energy found in Israeli startups, and the strong foundation you can get from being a part of the world’s 
leading IT company. 

IBM Systems Israel Lab
IBM Systems Israel Lab is comprised of teams from IBM Storage and IBM Servers development. The Storage team is 
located in the Azrieli Center in the heart of Tel Aviv. The Servers team is located in Haifa and Tel Aviv. The storage 
team develops strategic products for IBM’s Storage portfolio in the areas of software defined storage, all flash arrays, 
real-time compression, and cloud. The storage systems developed in the lab are used worldwide by some of the 
biggest and most demanding companies and data centers world-wide. The organization harnesses the talent of the 
country’s finest engineers and includes the teams from XIV, Diligent and Storwize acquisitions. The atmosphere is 
creative, fast paced, and full of opportunity. The organization has a unique collaborative relationship with IBM 
Research - Haifa, which is a world center for cloud storage research and hardware verification and with IBM 
world-wide development centers.
The Servers team leads IBM’s chip design for the next generation Mainframes (System z) and Power (System p) 
servers. The CPUs being developed by engineering teams spread across the USA, Germany, India and Israel, are 
designed using the most advanced technologies and tools. For several years, IBM CPUs have been considered the 
fastest in the world, and serve as a strong foundation for IBM Servers. The close proximity to the engineering teams 
allow Israeli customers direct access to the best experts that are working on tomorrow's solutions.

IBM R&D

Established in Israel: 1972 (IBM Research Haifa)

Fields of Interest: Research, Software, Storage

www.haifa.il.ibm.com

Acquisitions in Israel: CSL – Sept 2013, Trusteer – Aug 2013, Worklight - Jan 2012, 
Storwize - July 2010, Diligent - April 2008, XIV - Jan 2008, FilesX – April 2008, 
Telelogic (I-Logix) - June 2007, Watchfire (Sanctum) - July 2007,
Unicorn - May 2006, iPhrase - Nov. 2005, Ubique - 1998
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Intel Haifa: Main development center in Israel, leading software and hardware technology development
Intel Yakum: Development center for software and hardware, focusing on personal computing and wearable 
technology
Intel Petah Tikvah: Development center for wireless technology and home communications technology
Intel Jerusalem: Development center for software and hardware components
Intel Kiryat Gat: Manufacturing facility for technology components, 22 nanometers, 330 millimeter

Intel Israel
Intel Israel commenced operations in 1974 and is a development and 
manufacturing center of Intel Corporation. As a leading technology company in 
Israel and in the world, Intel develops and manufactures integrated and connected 
digital technology and computing platforms. Although Intel is known primarily for 
development of semiconductors, we do a lot more than this. In recent years, we 
have evolved from a company that served primarily the personal computing 
industry to become a company that drives the largest data centers in the world, 
connecting millions of mobile installations and Internet of Things devices, as well 
as providing information systems protection for organizations and governments.

In Israel, our activity is in two main fields: development and manufacturing. Israel is home to the largest development 
center of Intel in the world and our contribution to the Intel’s global technology development is significant. For 
example, the Skylake 6th generation Intel® Core™ processor was developed mainly in Israel. Our factory (FAB) in 
Israel is one of the most advanced and highest quality among Intel factories around the world. 

As one of the leading companies in the Israeli market, we are committed to contribute to local economic 
development. We do this through the 10,000 people we employ in five centers in Israel, through our significant 
procurement of products and services from local suppliers and through exports of around NIS 16 billion in 2015, 
representing 11% of hi-tech exports in Israel. 

Beyond our business activity, we have led a national initiative to advance science and technology education at an 
investment of NIS 20 million in the past four years. At the heart of this initiative is our Five by Two project that 
encourages high school students to opt for the highest standard of math matriculation – five units. Around 4,000 Intel 
Israel employees volunteer in this educational program and other community activities. 

The way we do business is equally as important as our business results. Intel Israel integrates corporate responsibility 
and sustainability in its business strategy and partners with other companies, local authorities, institutions, 
government offices and many social organizations in order to support economic growth and a more just society in 
Israel. We work according to our ethical standards and values which are embedded in all aspects of our activity. Also, 
Intel Israel has participated in the annual Maala Social Responsibility Ranking since 2006, and in 2015, we again 
achieved the highest possible ranking, Platinum Plus.  
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Company Profile:
Intuit Inc creates business and financial management solutions that simplify the business of life for small businesses, 
consumers and accounting professionals. Its flagship products and services include QuickBooks, TurboTax, and Mint, 
assists customers in running a small business, paying bills, filing income tax returns, and managing personal 
finances.

Technologies & Products:
Intuit's activity in Israel focuses in products and technologies that started its development by the companies acquired 
in Israel. Check ,acquired in 2014, was a mobile bill payment company that helps users track personal finances. 
Check's product is now known as Mint Bills.  Porticor, acquired in 2015, was a cloud encryption and cloud security 
solutions provider for enterprise and SME.
On September 2016 Intuit announced Israel as its second global R&D center and plans to expand its activities here.

Acquisitions in Israel:
      Check – Personal Finance Management (2014)
      Porticor – Cloud Security (2015)

Product/Activity Highlights:
On September 2016 Intuit announced Israel as its second global R&D center and plans to expand its activities here.

Name of Company: Intuit  

Year Established in Israel: 2014

Number of Employees: 100 in Israel, 9000 worldwide

Fields of Interest: Financial Services

Website: www.Intuit.com
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KODAK

Number of Employees in Israel: 220

Year Established: 1882. Kodak acquired Creo (f.k.a as Scitex) in 2005.

Fields of Interest: The Printernet of Things. Commercial printing, 

Imaging, Materials science, Photography

Website: www.kodak.com

Company Profile
Kodak Israel is Kodak’s multidisciplinary R&D center with expertise in software, hardware and material science. Kodak 
center in Israel also offers sales and service.
Kodak is a global commercial printing and imaging company with proprietary technologies in materials science, 
digital imaging science and software, and deposition processes (methods whereby one or more layers of various 
materials in gaseous, liquid or small particle form are deposited on a substrate in precise quantities and positions). 
Kodak leverages its core technology products and services to develop solutions for the product goods packaging and 
graphic communications markets, and is commercializing products for the functional printing market.

Technologies & Products
Hardware, software and material science based products and technologies.

Additional Highlights
Kodak recently opened in Israel the                       , an open-innovation space for startups, entrepreneurs and 
companies who believe in the “Printernet of Things”, offering access to Kodak’s 130 years of experience. Join us now: 
+972-3-9167666.
Kodak launched the KODAK EKTRA Smartphone (a licensed product) fuses the best of Kodak’s rich history in imaging 
with the latest innovations in smartphone photography.
Created by Kodak and Alibaba Group, eApeiron is a pioneering company dedicated to revolutionizing e-commerce 
solutions through world-class scientific research and technology development. eApeiron owns a comprehensive and 
globally-tested suite of technologies tailored for retail and e-commerce, including a sophisticated tagging system 
offering a unique signature profile for identifying and tracking products throughout the supply chain.
KODAK motion picture films continue to be the choice of many of the world’s leading directors and cinematographers, 
being used on high-profile features such as Star Wars: The Force Awakens, The Hateful 8, and Girl on a Train and the 
HBO series Westworld.
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Company Profile 
LG Electronics office in Israel - (LG TCI – Technology Center Israel) mission is to establish a broad spectrum of 
technology partnerships with startups / mature companies, universities and research institutions in Israel.
We explore opportunities for collaboration with the family of LG companies in order to initiate joint R&D projects / 
tech transfer / OEM projects and strategic investments as well. 

LG Electronics Inc.

Year Established in Israel: 1999

Number of Employees: 9

Fields of Interest: Consumer Electronics / Sensors / Automotive / IoT / Mobile & communication / 

Telecomm / Chemicals / Smart materials / Energy / Display / Agro / Robots

Website: http:// www.lgtci.net
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Company Profile:
L’Oréal has devoted itself to beauty for over 105 years. With its unique international portfolio of 32 diverse and 
complementary brands, the Group generated sales amounting to 25.26 billion euros in 2015 and employs 82,900 people 
worldwide. As the world’s leading beauty company, L’Oréal is present across all distribution networks: mass market, 
department stores, pharmacies and drugstores, hair salons, travel retail, branded retail and e-commerce.
Research and innovation, and a dedicated research team of 3,870 people, are at the core of L’Oréal’s strategy, working 
to meet beauty aspirations all over the world

Technologies & Products:
Products: Skincare, Makeup, Haircare, Hair coloration, Fragrances, Beauty Systems and Devices
Technologies: 30 disciplines (biology, chemistry, physics, optics, microbiology, optics, data-science, bioinformatics, 
ethnology, sociology, dermatology…)

Acquisitions in Israel: Coloright

Product/Activity Highlights: Unique Innovation model:
 

L'Oréal R&I (Research & Innovation) 

Year Established in Israel: 2014

Fields of Interest: 

Active ingredients, skin and hair related biology

Digital: VI/ AR; AI/ Machine Learning; Connected Beauty/ Beauty 

Devices; Biometric Sensors; Data Science/ Smart Lab/ Bio Computation  

Website: http: www.loreal.com/research-and-innovation

Designated BeautyTech department for Technology & Digital advancement:
Combines connected tools and data to improve performance and invent Personalized Beauty.
Combines consumer knowledge through Big Data and scientific knowledge through Smart Data.
Lab of the Future - predicting product performance through quick formulation and fast evaluation tools. 
Connected tools allow product customization.

All R&D levels: Advanced research, Applied Research, Product Development
Turning science into beauty: Active Ingredients� Formulation� Packaging & Delivery Systems; Evaluation 
throughout all phases
Open to the World: Open Research, Open Innovation, Open Development
Digital Transformation:
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Company Profile 
Marvell Israel is part of Marvell Technology Group (Nasdaq: MRVL), a world leader in the development of storage, 
network infrastructure, and wireless connectivity semiconductor silicon solutions, with an annual turnover of more 
than $2.7 billion, and has a market cap value of $8 billion. Marvell’s expertise is in microprocessor architecture and 
digital signal processing integrated circuit for high-speed, high density, digital data storage and broadband digital 

Marvell Israel Ltd.

Established in Israel: 2001

Employees: 650

Fields of Interest: Networking: Packet processor technology for 

Enterprise, Datacenter and Cloud computing, ARM based CPU cores 

and embedded SoC Technology

www.marvell.com

data networking markets. Marvell’s semiconductor solutions continue to transform the enterprise, cloud, automotive, 
industrial, and consumer markets. The Marvell Technology Group holds a strong leadership team with Matt Murphy 
as President and Chief Executive Officer. Marvell Israel’s General Manager is Yossi Meyouhas, who serves as Vice 
President in the Marvell Technology Group.
Marvell Israel employs more than 650 people at two R&D centers in Yokne’am and Petah Tikva. The Israeli operations 
is handled via the  Communication Switches and System-on-Chip (SoC) products division.
Marvell has proven its technological superiority and its ability to provide unique solutions for fast-growing markets. 
Marvell is at the forefront of component development technology, with products using the innovative 16 and 
28-nanometer technology. 
The company’s clients include some of the most advanced technology firms in the world, such as, Samsung, Intel, 
Microsoft, Google, Ericsson, ZTE, Huawei, H3C, Cisco, , Fujitsu, HP, Dell, Hitachi, Sony, Panasonic, Toshiba, , Western 
Digital, Baidu, China Mobile, and China Telecom.

Acquisitions in Israel
Galileo (01/2001), Radlan (06/2003), Intel – DSPC (11/2006), Merge of three entities (02/2008), Iamba (12/2008), Xelerated 
(12/2011).

Product / Activity Highlights at Marvell Israel
Communication Switches - Marvell develops sophisticated switches that are leaders in the international 
communication services market. Marvell’s family of switches targets every level of the market - small businesses, 
large enterprises, telecom and mobile carriers, data processing and storage centers. Marvell also develops the 
command and control software required to operate the switches, touching all bases in the field, and enabling the 
company to offer its customers complete and comprehensive solutions. The company’s products support the latest 
protocols in the communications field and are characterized by unprecedented strong performance, and with data 
transfer rates in excess of one terabyte per second (1 Tbps).
SoC Products - Marvell develops and manufactures a line of state-of-the-art multi-core processors aimed at the 
smart home products industry, including home access routers, fiber optic communication (fiber-to-the-home), data 
storage (home storage-NAS), and data-center servers. Marvell’s SoC products are based on specially licensed ARM 
technology.

Technologies & Products
Networking: Multi-Core ARM SoC, Advanced packet processors, Small-Medium Business and Data Center, Switches
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Company Profile:
Matific provides a platform for Math learning using games. We believe in learning by doing, and developed hundreds 
of games that make Maths fun and anxiety free.
Our unique solution allows teachers to get a complete picture of the skills and curriculum topics that students 
struggle with or do well, and also allows the teacher to customize the learning experience for a whole class or 
individual students, academically proven for improving Math results as well as the students' attitude towards Math.

Technologies & Products: 
School product offering over 1000 games, activities and worksheets covering the entire curriculum
Translated to over 25 languages (including Hebrew, Arabic and Russian)
Home product offering an engaging and fun way to play at home (matific club)
Both products are available on web and tablets (as native apps) 

Product/Activity Highlights:
Gamification mechanism for increasing student engagement
Full reporting and visibility for teachers on student capabilities and weak areas
Teachers can assign activities for an entire class or for individual students
Adaptive difficulty level and a recommendation engine based on machine learning

Matific

Year Established in Israel: 2012 

Number of Employees: 90 (55 in Israel)

Fields of Interest: Education technology – currently focusing on Math 

for Elementary School

Website: www.matific.com,  www.matificclub.com
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Company Profile 

The Microsoft Israel Research & Development Center is home to some of the company’s most exciting and 
innovative technologies. It is also one of Microsoft’s strategic global development centers.
Headed by industry leaders, the center is comprised of incubations and mature, next generation product
development activities. The Center focuses on activities designed for new business segments and key growth areas 
in the fields of Cybersecurity, Business Analytics, Consumer Analytics and more.

The Israel R&D center also serves as an anchor to the venture capital industry and start up community. In this 
capacity, the center facilitates technology and business cooperation between Israeli industry and Microsoft’s 
product groups. Among its activities is the Microsoft Accelerator, the #1 entrepreneurship program in Israel. 

Main Technological Domains
    Cybersecurity 
    Business Analytics
    Consumer Analytics
    Microsoft Research and Advanced Technology Labs Israel

Latest Acquisitions in Israel
November 2015 – Secure Islands (Data protection)
June 2015 – Adallom (Cloud Security)
February 2015 – N-trig (Pen input HW &SW)
Jan 2015 – Equivio (Text Analytics Service)
Nov 2014 – Aorato (UEBA Security)

Microsoft  - Israel R&D center
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Company profile
Motorola Solutions Israel has been developing advanced communications solutions, mission critical and mission 
critical intelligence. We delivering integrated projects to customers both in Israel and across the world. 
 These solutions include  voice and data center solutions, command and control linked to edge analytic,  usage of 
cloud capabilities to complete the react and respond solutions with predict and prevent ones.
The Israeli R&D Center is developing in the areas of 4G LTE Mission Critical devices and vehicular modems equipped 
with Android OS and applications; Incident Area Networks (IAN); Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and tailored 
solutions for verticals such as airports, energy, utilities, municipalities and public safety organizations.

Acquisitions in Israel
Our VC unit undertakes strategic investments in start-up companies and has been active in Israel since 1999. 
MSVC’s investment profile consists of companies that develop emerging technologies in Motorola’s core business 
areas, creating a high aggregate value of the companies. The investment portfolio includes AgentVi, BriefCam, 
VocalZoom and NUBO among others.

Motorola Solutions Inc.

Year Established in Israel:  1948,

wholly owned by Motorola Inc. since 1964

Number of Employees: over 800

Fields of Interest: Mission-Critical Communication Intelligence 

Website: www.motorolasolutions.com
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Company Profile
Nielsen Innovate is an early stage technological incubator licensed by the Chief Scientist of Israel. Nielsen Innovate 
was launched in 2013 by global market research and consumer behavior leader The Nielsen Company, and one of 
Israel’s top early stage venture capital funds, Partam Hi-Tech. 
Beyond funding, Nielsen Innovate provides our portfolio companies with market access – access to the world's 
leading brands and access to marketing, product, research and business development teams at Nielsen's offices in 
over 100 countries. This market access enables our portfolio companies to launch market-tested products and 
services faster and more efficiently.

Technologies & Products
Nielsen Holdings plc (NYSE: NLSN) is a global information, data and measurement company that provides a 
comprehensive understanding of what consumers watch and buy.    Nielsen's Watch segment provides media and 
advertising clients with Total Audience measurement services for all devices on which content — video, audio and 
text — is consumed. The Buy segment offers consumer packaged goods manufacturers and retailers the industry's 
only global view of retail performance measurement. By integrating information from its Watch and Buy segments 
and other data sources, Nielsen also provides its clients with analytics that help improve performance.  Nielsen, an 
S&P 500 company, has operations in over 100 countries, covering more than 90% of the world’s population. For more 
information, visit www.nielsen.com.

Acquisitions in Israel
NIF has invested in 16 companies. Crossense was acquired by Toluna in 2016.

Product/Activity Highlights
Nielsen Innovate provides substantial benefits to early stage entrepreneurs, including:

Nielsen Innovate

Year Established in Israel: 2013

Number of Employees: 8

Fields of Interest: We're an early stage technology incubator investing 

in the following fields: marketing innovation, data, analytics, market 

research, marketing and advertising solutions, eCommerce and retail 

technologies, AR / VR and new media

Website: http://nif.vc/ 

2M NIS seed funding, with additional funds based on progress and follow on rounds
Open, collaborative and flexible work space, as well as Technological, Business Development, Financial, 
Operational and Administrative Support and access to Nielsen's network of leading global marketing and media 
companies
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Company Profile 
Nokia is a global leader in creating the technologies at the heart of our connected world. Powered by the research 
and innovation of Nokia Bell Labs, we serve communications service providers, governments, large enterprises and 
consumers, with the industry’s most complete, end-to-end portfolio of products, services and licensing. From the 
enabling infrastructure for 5G and the Internet of Things, through Cloud NFV platform, emerging applications in 
virtual reality and digital health, we are shaping the future of technology to transform the human experience. A 
truly global company, we are 160 nationalities working in more than 100 countries.
Nokia has strong and profound presence in Israel. About 200 people in total, including go-to-market, R&D, and 
innovation teams. Our key Israeli customers are Mobile Operators, Fixed Networks Companies, Submarine fiber 
optics customers and strong presence in the public sector and MOD.

Technologies & Products:
Mobile networks, fixed networks, IP and Optical networks, Application & Analytics.  

Product/Activity Highlights:
 Network, compute & storage: Broadband every-where, distributed cloud, near infinite storage
 Internet of Things: Connectivity for a trillion things
 Augmented intelligence: Human assistance and task automation at machine scale
 Human & machine interaction: Virtual and augmented reality, reshaping how we interact with machines
 Social & trust economics: Sharing economy and digital currencies making trust and security essential
 Digitalization & ecosystems: Digitalization of operations expanding into consumer and biology

Unrivalled track record of invention: 30 000 Patent families; 8 Nobel Prizes; 4 Turing Prizes; 2 Grammys ; 1 Emmy; 

1 Oscar

NOKIA

Year Established in Israel: 1999

Number of Employees: 200 

Fields of Interest: telecommunication

Website: http://www.nokia.com/en_int
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Technologies & Products
• Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud engineered systems that power Oracle’s public and private cloud offerings • Oracle 
Java Platforms • Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops center and cloud control • Primavera ProSight • Service Delivery 
Platform • Oracle Value Chain Planning / Overlay cloud that enables enterprises to run their VMware and KVM 
workloads with DC-like (L2) networking ‘as-is’ on public cloud without any modifications.
Acquisitions in Israel
• 2016 Crosswise • 2016 Ravello • 2011 Primavera • 2010 Sun Microsystems • 2010 Convergin • 2009 Hyperoll • 2006 
Demantra • 2007 Hyperion 
Product / Activity Highlights
The Oracle Israel R&D is composed of 8 development centers that have joined Oracle by acquisitions. Although each 
center works on its own area, Oracle gains from many cross-innovation initiatives that have been kicked-off locally.
Sun Microsystems - The Sun Israel Development Center, based in Petach Tikva, leads various strategic 
developments within Oracle, such as Java technologies for the embedded market, Oracle’s Enterprise Manager Ops 
center & Cloud control products, and the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud engineered systems that power Oracle’s 
public and private cloud offerings. In addition to development related activities, the center is also involved in global 
technology adoption initiatives and actual product deployment support.
Demantra - Demantra’s R&D team is responsible for six products in the “Oracle Value Chain Planning” suite, 
focusing on: � Demand Management � Real time sales & operations planning � Trade planning & promotion 
optimizations
The team is responsible for all aspects of design, implementation and quality together with managing the relevant 
knowledge base and supporting the applications and customer service teams.
HyperRoll - The team, based in Omer (Be’er Sheva) joined Oracle as part of the ESSBASE R&D in the OBIEE org. The 
team  develops highly-scalable products and solutions in the BI area. The products are based on proprietary 
parallel algorithms, providing excellent solution for real-time financial analysis
Convergin - Part of Oracle’s communication global business unit, the team develops Oracle’s next generation 
communication products, mainly around Service Delivery Platforms for telecoms. These products provide 
infrastructure for hosting, running and implementing services and applications for various communication 
networks, from legacy technologies to the latest IP networks.
Primavera - The team that developed ProSight and had been acquired by Primavera, joined Oracle as part of the 
Primavera acquisition and continues to develop portfolio and project management software. The original ProSight 
product was renamed to “Oracle Primavera Portfolio Management”.
Ravello - Ravello is an overlay cloud that enables enterprises to run their VMware and KVM workloads with DC-like 
(L2) networking ‘as-is’ on public cloud without any modifications. With Ravello, enterprises don’t need to convert 
their VMs or change networking. This empowers the business to rapidly develop and deploy existing DC applications 
on the public cloud without the associated infrastructure and migration cost and overhead. 
Crosswise - Crosswise, a leading provider of machine-learning based cross-device data which enables marketers 
and premium publishers to realize the benefits of cross-device advertising, personalization and analytics. 
Crosswise's innovative technology processes over one petabyte of user and device activity data from billions of 
unique devices every month. By applying advanced data science and proprietary machine-learning techniques to 
this data, Crosswise constructs a new probabilistic Device Map™ matching multiple devices to individual users in an 
accurate, scalable and high quality manner.

Oracle

Established in Israel: 1996

Employees: 400

Fields of Interest: Cloud computing  - IaaS, PaaS and SaaS solutions, Java Platform 

Technologies, Service Delivery Platform for Telecom, Value Chain Planning, Demand 

management, BI, Project Management Tools

www.oracle.com
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Company Profile 
PayPal is a global online/mobile payments platform with 192 million active customer accounts that is available to 
people in more than 200 markets allowing customers to get paid in more than 100 currencies. 
PayPal R&D centers in Israel are located in Tel-Aviv and Be’er Sheve, focusing on 3 main domains: 

Acquisitions in Israel: 
2008 - FraudSciences
2011 – The Gifts-Project  (eBay acquisition, team moved to PayPal in 2015)
2015 - CyActive

In addition, the local Israeli business-unit (sales & marketing) is located in TLV and is also responsible for PayPal’s 
activity and business-development efforts in Sub-Sahara Africa (44 countries) 
There are over 210 employees in Israel including Data Scientists, big data developers, Fraud/Risk Analysts, Security 
Information engineers, web and mobile developers. 

PayPal

Year Established in Israel: 2008

Number of Employees: 210 (in Israel), 18,000 (globally)

Website: www.paypal.com / www.paypal.co.il

Risk, fraud prevention and Credit/collections/compliance solutions -  research and development of big data 
solutions, algorithms and technological patents to enable smooth experience for good users and identify 
fraudulent/risky activity (part of PayPal’s Global Risk and Data Organization)
Cyber Security - design, build, and deploy the next generation of security software solutions.  In addition we 
have a security operations Center (SOC) for identifying, monitoring and delivering immediate-response to 
any potential cyber-security threat 
Consumer Experience-  Developing PayPal’s next generation consumer experiences (on mobile apps and 
web) as part of  PayPal’s consumer product organization. Examples will include PayPal’s new application, 
PayPal.me, global P2P product.
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Philips Israel

Year Established in Israel: 1998

Number of Employees: 850

Fields of Interest: Medical Equipment, Healthcare IT, Personal 

Health

Website: www.philips.com

Company Profile
Philips has been operating in Israel since 1948. In 2000 global Philips acquired of the former CT division of Elscint and 
since then healthcare R&D and manufacturing activity has tripled itself. In addition Philips established ICAP c in 
Israel, focusing on answering the need of clinicians for more applications that would better use the data that comes 
out of the different imaging modalities. A new 2016 initiative has been recently launched, the project, cloud based, 
deals with mapping and processing genomics information that could revolutionary contribute to cancer treatment 
In 2015 Philips acquired Volcano a global leader in two important types of ‘smart’ imaging and measurement catheters 
for the minimally invasive treatment of cardiovascular disease. The Volcano Activity in Israel focuses on R&D of SW 
solutions. Based in Petach Tikva, the HealthSuite Digital Platform, an initiative which represents Philips’ strategy shift 
to focus on a broad Healthcare oriented core platform that will enable Philips’ units and customers to quickly and 
easily build Healthcare related applications across all domains.
        In July 2015 together with TEVA Philips launched a new investment platform activity by the name of SANARA 
VENTURES that operates under the incubator program of the OCS. Sanara provides funding and support to promising 
early stage companies in Israel in the field of digital health, disease management, monitoring and sensing, 
image-guided minimally invasive therapy, drug delivery and drug/device combinations. 
         Philips has a commercial and service office for Israeli market in the areas of Healthcare technologies and 
personal health and wellbeing. Philips is a strong partner to all Israeli healthcare organizations and a market leader 
in Cardiology Interventional Treatment, CT, MRI, Ultra Sound, Patient Monitoring and more. 

Activities, Technologies & Products: 
        Advanced CT Detectors R&D and production.
        IQon- The industry’s first and only detector-based spectral CT scanner that delivers spectral results 100 percent 
        of the time in a single scan. 
        IntelliSpace Portal 9.0- The latest edition of Philips comprehensive, advanced visual analysis and quantification 
        platform, featuring a suite of multi-modality functions and expanded neurological tools. 
        HealthSuite Digital Platform- A broad Healthcare oriented core platform that enables Philips’ units and 
        customers to quickly and easily build Healthcare related applications across all domains.
        Genomics- A cloud based solution mapping genomics and processing information to revolutionize cancer 
        treatment.
        Innovation Scouting (early stage through Sanara Ventures)
        Local Market sales and service focused on healthcare and consumer health.

Acquisitions/Investments in Israel:
        2000- CT division Elscint as part of global acquisition of Marconi 
        2010 – CDP, Acquisition
        2015 – Volcano R&D center as part of global acquisition of Volcano
        2016 – Sweetch, Minority investment
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Company Profile
Qualcomm Israel is located in Haifa and Hod Hasharon and is affiliated to Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. Qualcomm’s 
largest division, which sells hundreds of millions of chips per year. Qualcomm Israel started in 1993 as a small office 
in Haifa in order to harness Israeli engineers’ talent for Qualcomm’s innovation. In 2011-2016, Qualcomm Israel’s 
employees increased significantly and in parallel, Qualcomm has acquired five Israeli companies.
Qualcomm Israel operates in three arms: engineering R&D, Ventures and Ecosystem business development.

Technologies & Products
A partial list of projects developed by Qualcomm: WiGig 802.11ad 60GHz technology, Camera ISP, Peripheral Interfaces, 
Mobile Security, Ultrasonic Fingerprint, Mobile development platforms, 

Acquisitions in Israel
In the last six years Qualcomm acquired three Israeli companies that are now an integral part of Qualcomm’s R&D in 
Israel:

Qualcomm Israel

Established in Israel: 1993

Fields of Interest in Israel:  R&D centers in Israel, Qualcomm 

Ventures, Broadband Communication, Networks & Infrastructure, 

Mobile, Wireless, Computing and Connectivity

www.qualcomm.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/qualcomm

Twitter: www.twitter.com/qualcomm

2010 - iSkoot, develops wireless platforms to end users, such as VoIP, instant messaging and email.
2012 - DesignArt Networks, specializing in modems and communication systems of small cells for cellular base 
stations and high-speed wireless transmission infrastructure.
2012 - EPOS, which provides digital input solutions based ultrasound waves of mobile devices like tablets, 
smartphones and laptops and allows a stylus to use them.
2014 - Wilocity, which provides a leading solution of 60G 802.11ad system
2014 - CSR Imaging team, inherited from Zoran, which brings the DSLR image processing quality to the mobile 
world

Qualcomm Ventures 
Qualcomm Ventures is the investment arm of Qualcomm Incorporated. Current Qualcomm Ventures portfolio in 
Israel consists of:
•   Waze - the world's fastest-growing community-based traffic and navigation app. Acquired by Google.
•  Wilocity - a fabless semiconductor company developing 60GHz multi-gigabit wireless chipsets for both the mobile 
computing platform and peripheral markets. Acquired by Qualcomm
•  Ravello - developer of Smart Labs that have self-contained capsules to run VMware/KVM development, test, training 
and demo environments in the cloud without migration. Acquired by Oracle.
•  Pontis - leading provider of Customer Base Management solutions for Mobile Service Providers
•  Siklu - Gigabit wireless backhaul solutions operating in the 60, 70 & 80 GHz millimeter waves bands
•  Corrigon - visual search solutions and copyright protection of images.
•  Panoramic Power - innovative energy management systems mounted on platforms machine to machine. Acquired 
by Direct Energy.
•  Stratoscale, Weka.io, Team8, ScyllaDB, Tapingo, Tabtale, Magisto, Siklu, Mantis Vision, Medisafe, Splacer, Zeek 
Mobile and Corrigon.
Qualcomm Ventures holds a worldwide annual contest, QPrize, where early stage companies compete from Israel and 
six other regions in the world for prizes worth up to $250K in investment.
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Company Profile:
For the past 20 years, Red Hat’s open source software development has produced high-performing, cost-effective 
solutions. Our model mirrors the highly interconnected world we live in – where ideas and information can be shared 
worldwide in seconds. Today, more than 90% of Fortune 500 companies rely on Red Hat. We offer the only fully open 
technology stack, from operating system to middleware, storage to cloud and virtualization solutions. We also provide 
a variety of services, including award-winning support, consulting, and training.
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source software solutions, using a community-powered approach to 
reliable and high-performing cloud, Linux, middleware, storage and virtualization technologies. Red Hat is the 
strategic technology partner for more than 90% of Fortune 500 companies, including 100% of Global Fortune 500 
companies in the Airlines, Telco, Healthcare, and Commercial banking industries.

Technologies & Products:
Open Source software model, Linux Operating system, Virtualization and Cloud Infrastructure, System management 
platform/solutions, Dev ops; CI/CD, Middleware platform, Platform as a service -  container based application 
development platform

Acquisitions in Israel: 
The R&D center in Israel was established with the Qumranet acquisition, on Sept., 2008.

Product/Activity Highlights:
Red Hat flagship product is Red Hat Enterprise Linux, which is the leading OS for servers across the globe, for bare 
metal servers and in the cloud. However, our products span across the cloud infrastructure, virtualization  storage and 
middleware. Red Hat OpenStack Platform is our the cloud infrastructure solution, JBoss is our middleware platform 
for application servers, Red Hat Storage is our solution for storage management  (block and file) and Red Hat 
Virtualization is our virtualization solution. Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform helps application development and 
IT operations teams create and deploy apps with the speed and consistency that business demands. Red Hat 
Openshift is our platform-as-a service solution. All Red Hat products are developed using the open source model and 
in a distributed manner. Engineers based in Israel are part of various distributed teams that are developing these 
enterprise grade products together.

Red Hat

Year Established in Israel: 2008

Number of Employees: 180

Fields of Interest: Open Source Software

Website: www.redhat.com
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Company Profile 
SanDisk, a Western Digital Corporation (NASDAQ: WDC) brand, provides trusted and innovative flash storage 
products that have transformed the electronics industry. SanDisk’s quality, state-of-the-art solutions are at the heart 
of many of the world's largest data centers, and embedded in advanced smartphones, tablets and PCs. SanDisk’s 
consumer products are available at hundreds of thousands of retail stores worldwide. For the latest SanDisk news 
visit www.sandisk.com, or find us on our social channels: Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/sandisk,Twitter:www.twitter.com/sandisk
Instagram: www.instagram.com/sandisk YouTube: www.youtube.com/sandisk
Western Digital Corporation (NASDAQ: WDC) is an industry-leading provider of storage technologies and solutions 
that enable people to create, leverage, experience and preserve data. The company addresses ever-changing market 
needs by providing a full portfolio of compelling, high-quality storage solutions with customer-focused innovation, 
high efficiency, flexibility and speed. Our products are marketed under the HGST, SanDisk and WD brands to OEMs, 
distributors, resellers, cloud infrastructure providers and consumers. For more information, please visit 
www.hgst.com, www.wd.com and www.sandisk.com.

Technologies & Products:
Our products are marketed under the HGST, SanDisk and WD brands to OEMs, distributors, resellers, cloud 
infrastructure providers and consumers, We are driving innovation in four mega markets:
• Data center devices & solutions
• Client computing
• Mobile & connected devices Consumer

Product/Activity Highlights:
Western Digital - A Storage Solutions Leader:
• In a strong strategic position to lead global evolution of broad-based and changing storage industry
• Broad storage portfolio, including HDDs, SSDs, embedded and removable flash memory, and storage-related 
systems
• 13,000+ active patents worldwide
• Vertically integrated business model to maximize operational efficiency
• Consistent profitable performance, strong free cash flow

Strategic Direction - Powering the Future
• Continue leadership momentum in core markets
• Acquisition of SanDisk doubles addressable market and creates storage industry’s broadest product portfolio 
• Continue to innovate and invest in key growth areas
• Provide compelling solutions as storage industry transforms from client to cloud

SanDisk a Western Digital brand, was established in Israel: 1996 

with 750 Employees. Fields of Interest: Storage technologies and 

solutions; 
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Company Profile
As the global leader in business software applications, SAP (NYSE: SAP) helps companies of all sizes and industries 
run better. SAP is the world leader in enterprise applications in terms of software and software-related service 
revenue. Based on market capitalization, SAP is the world’s third largest independent software manufacturer. SAP 
has more than 82,000 employees in more than 130 countries world-wide and revenue (IFRS) of 20.8 billion for the year 
2015.
The Israeli Lab which was established in 1998 is a vital part of SAP's global development network. The Lab is located 
in Ra'anana and employs approx. 600 people. SAP Labs Israel leads cloud platforms development for the company, 
while also specializing in Machine learning and IoT and injecting disruptive innovation into SAP through ecosystem 
engagements, startup acquisitions and internal innovation initiatives. 

Technologies & Products: 
        SAP Web IDE the most prominent & growing development environment for building SAP apps
        SAP Fiori Cloud - Modernize user experience for SAP Business Suite and SAP S/4HANA
        Cloud Portal - one stop shop for creating cloud based business solutions. 
        NW Enterprise Portal: Facelift and renovation for NW EP 
        Hana Rules Framework: Enrich SAP solutions with decision managements
        Connected Vehicles project – new innovative IoT projects running on the Hana Cloud Platform
        OpTier - a usage and performance analytics platform.

Acquisitions in Israel:
        2014 – Optier
        2008 – Ness
        2006 – Ingeneo 
        2005 – Virtual Locality
        2004 – A2i
        2003 – GUI Machine
        2002 – Top Manage (Menahel)
        2001 – Top Tier
        1998 – Ofek-Tech

Product/Activity Highlights:
Israel is an important innovation player in SAP’s innovation strategy. Connecting best talent with a vibrant ecosystem 
generates a unique value for SAP. 
        An Innovation Center for machine learning and computer vision r&d at SAP. It partners with researchers in 
        leading universities in Israel to bring deep learning and computer vision to a scale in business applications
        The venture lab program allows incubation of new businesses.
        We’re partnering with The Junction and Hybrid startup accelerators.
        SAPPHIRE ventures is investing in Israeli VCs and growth stage startups.

Technologies & Products
• Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud engineered systems that power Oracle’s public and private cloud offerings • Oracle 
Java Platforms • Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops center and cloud control • Primavera ProSight • Service Delivery 
Platform • Oracle Value Chain Planning / Overlay cloud that enables enterprises to run their VMware and KVM 
workloads with DC-like (L2) networking ‘as-is’ on public cloud without any modifications.
Acquisitions in Israel
• 2016 Crosswise • 2016 Ravello • 2011 Primavera • 2010 Sun Microsystems • 2010 Convergin • 2009 Hyperoll • 2006 
Demantra • 2007 Hyperion 
Product / Activity Highlights
The Oracle Israel R&D is composed of 8 development centers that have joined Oracle by acquisitions. Although each 
center works on its own area, Oracle gains from many cross-innovation initiatives that have been kicked-off locally.
Sun Microsystems - The Sun Israel Development Center, based in Petach Tikva, leads various strategic 
developments within Oracle, such as Java technologies for the embedded market, Oracle’s Enterprise Manager Ops 
center & Cloud control products, and the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud engineered systems that power Oracle’s 
public and private cloud offerings. In addition to development related activities, the center is also involved in global 
technology adoption initiatives and actual product deployment support.
Demantra - Demantra’s R&D team is responsible for six products in the “Oracle Value Chain Planning” suite, 
focusing on: � Demand Management � Real time sales & operations planning � Trade planning & promotion 
optimizations
The team is responsible for all aspects of design, implementation and quality together with managing the relevant 
knowledge base and supporting the applications and customer service teams.
HyperRoll - The team, based in Omer (Be’er Sheva) joined Oracle as part of the ESSBASE R&D in the OBIEE org. The 
team  develops highly-scalable products and solutions in the BI area. The products are based on proprietary 
parallel algorithms, providing excellent solution for real-time financial analysis
Convergin - Part of Oracle’s communication global business unit, the team develops Oracle’s next generation 
communication products, mainly around Service Delivery Platforms for telecoms. These products provide 
infrastructure for hosting, running and implementing services and applications for various communication 
networks, from legacy technologies to the latest IP networks.
Primavera - The team that developed ProSight and had been acquired by Primavera, joined Oracle as part of the 
Primavera acquisition and continues to develop portfolio and project management software. The original ProSight 
product was renamed to “Oracle Primavera Portfolio Management”.
Ravello - Ravello is an overlay cloud that enables enterprises to run their VMware and KVM workloads with DC-like 
(L2) networking ‘as-is’ on public cloud without any modifications. With Ravello, enterprises don’t need to convert 
their VMs or change networking. This empowers the business to rapidly develop and deploy existing DC applications 
on the public cloud without the associated infrastructure and migration cost and overhead. 
Crosswise - Crosswise, a leading provider of machine-learning based cross-device data which enables marketers 
and premium publishers to realize the benefits of cross-device advertising, personalization and analytics. 
Crosswise's innovative technology processes over one petabyte of user and device activity data from billions of 
unique devices every month. By applying advanced data science and proprietary machine-learning techniques to 
this data, Crosswise constructs a new probabilistic Device Map™ matching multiple devices to individual users in an 
accurate, scalable and high quality manner.

SAP Labs Israel

Year Established in Israel: 1998

Number of Employees: ~600

Fields of Interest: Cloud Platforms, Machine Learning, IoT

Website: https://www.facebook.com/SAPLabsIsrael/ 
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Company Profile 
Siemens PLM Software is a world-leading provider of product lifecycle management and manufacturing operations 
management software. We help thousands of companies realize innovation by optimizing their processes, from 
planning and development through manufacturing, production and support. Siemens Industry Software LTD, a 
subsidiary of Siemens PLM, supports global companies in the planning, simulation and optimization of their 
production lines, using highly sophisticated and innovative technologies. The SISW Israel site hosts R&D, QA, 
product management, business development and marketing for the manufacturing Engineering product lines, 
supported by HR, finance and IT professionals.        

Technologies & Products: 
    NX – CAD/CAM platform for Product design, engineering and manufacturing.
    Teamcenter – PLM platform for increasingly complex products to maximize productivity in global operations
    Tecnomatix - a comprehensive portfolio of digital manufacturing solutions.
    Simcenter – an integrated simulation platform that uses a multi-fidelity model to reflect the reality by creating     
    an accurate digital twin of the product
    Simatic IT – A sophisticated, highly scalable Manufacturing Execution System 
    Mindsphere – Siemens cloud for industry

Acquisitions in Israel:
Siemens PLM Software lately announced the acquisition of Mentor Graphics. Mentor Graphics has R&D operation in 
Israel.

Product/Activity Highlights:
At Siemens Industry Software LTD we promote emerging technologies, such as advanced robotics, additive 
manufacturing, Industrial IoT, big data analytics and advanced automation. 

Name of Company: Siemens Industry Software Ltd.

Year Established in Israel: 1984

Number of Employees: 160 in Israel; about 12,000 worldwide

Fields of Interest: Software solutions for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

Website: www.siemens.com/plm
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Company Profile:
Singapore Telecommunications Limited, commonly abbreviated as Singtel, is a Singaporean telecommunications 
company, with a combined mobile subscriber base of over 600 million customers in 25 countries. Singtel is one of 
the largest listed Singapore companies on the Singapore Exchange by market capitalisation. The Group has a vast 
network of offices throughout Asia Pacific, Europe and the USA, and employs more than 23,000 staff worldwide. 

Technologies & Products: 
The Singtel Group is Asia's leading communications group. 
We provide a diverse range of services including fixed, mobile, data, internet, TV, infocomms technology (ICT)  and 
digital solutions.
Headquartered in Singapore, Singtel has more than 130 years of operating experience and played a pivotal role in 
the country’s development as a major communications hub. Optus, our subsidiary in Australia, is a leader in 
integrated telecommunications, constantly raising the bar in innovative products and services.  We are also 
strategically invested in leading companies in Asia and Africa, including  Bharti Airtel (India, South Asia and Africa), 
Telkomsel (Indonesia), Globe Telecom (the Philippines) and Advanced Info Service (Thailand). 

Acquisitions in Israel:
Amobee Kontera Trustwave Spiderlabs (via acquisition of Trustwave US)

Product/Activity Highlights:
Singtel Innov8 VC Singtel Innov8 is a corporate venture capital fund with its own set of decision-making, approval 
and funding processes. It has a fund size of US$250 million, with presence in Singapore, Silicon Valley, Tel Aviv and 
other markets. 
Innov8 focuses its investments on technologies and solutions that lead to quantum changes in network capabilities, 
next-generation devices, digital content services and enablers to enhance customer experience. It works closely 
with the ecosystem of leading innovators, developers, government agencies, R&D and capital providers to bring 
cutting-edge technologies and solutions to the various markets the Singtel Group operates in.

Singtel

Year Established in Israel: 2012 

Number of Employees: 200

Fields of Interest: Telecommunications, Cyber Security, Cloud Infrastructure 

Website: https://www.singtel.com/about-us/company-profile.html

               http://innov8.singtel.com/index.html
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Company Profile 
Synopsys, Inc. is the Silicon to Software™ partner for innovative companies developing the electronic products and 
software applications we rely on every day. As the world’s 15th largest software company, Synopsys has a long 
history of being a global leader in electronic design automation (EDA) and semiconductor IP and is also growing its 
leadership in software quality and security solutions. Whether you’re a system-on-chip (SoC) designer creating 
advanced semiconductors, or a software developer writing applications that require the highest quality and 
security, Synopsys has the solutions needed to deliver smart, secure products for the era of connected everything.
Technologies & Products:
Silicon Design – Our comprehensive portfolio of EDA tools addresses each phase of digital and mixed-signal design, 
for every process node down to 7-nanometer. With robust support for silicon design, verification, and 
manufacturing, our customers can quickly develop advanced chips and start software development earlier for a 
wide range of end markets—from IoT and consumer to industrial and automotive.
Silicon IP – Synopsys is the leading provider of high-quality, silicon-proven IP solutions for complex SoC design and 
verification. Our broad DesignWare® portfolio includes complete interface IP solutions, verification IP, security IP, 
analog IP, embedded memories and logic libraries, processor solutions, and IP subsystems to help our customers 
reduce integration risk and bring their chips to market faster.
Software Signoff – Synopsys is setting the standard for software security by maximizing risk-visibility across the 
cyber supply chain. We help customers fix defects and vulnerabilities with unmatched depth, accuracy, and speed 
so they can avoid costly product crashes, unexpected behavior, security breaches, or catastrophic system failure. 
Our software security, quality, and compliance solutions are ideal for safety-critical industries such as medical and 
automotive.
Acquisitions in Israel:
None in Israel but Synopsys has acquired over 65 companies since 1986.
Recent Product, Partnership and Acquisition Highlights • November 30, 2016 – Synopsys announced it had 
completed its acquisitions of Cigital, a privately held provider of software security managed and professional 
services, and Codiscope, a 2015 spinoff of Cigital and provider of complementary security tools. • September 27, 2016 
– Synopsys announced that TSMC recognized Synopsys with three "2016 Partner of the Year" awards for Interface IP 
and joint development of 7-nanometer (nm) mobile and HPC design platforms. Synopsys and TSMC have been 
collaborating for more than 16 years, most recently to accelerate the adoption of FinFET technology for optimum 
power, performance and area for the 7-nm process. This is the 6th consecutive year Synopsys has received both IP 
and EDA accolades from TSMC.. • September 12, 2016 – Synopsys announced availability of the DesignWare® ARC® 
SEM110 and SEM120D security processors for low-power, embedded applications such as smart metering, NFC 
payment and embedded SIMs. The new ARC SEM processors with Synopsys SecureShield™ technology enable 
designers to protect systems against software, hardware and side-channel attacks as well as separate secure and 
non-secure functions as part of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). • September 8, 2016– Synopsys announced 
that its IC Compiler™ II place-and-route system had surpassed the deployment landmark of 100 customers. 
Launched two years ago as the successor to IC Compiler (the market-leading solution for advanced designs), IC 
Compiler II has consistently demonstrated impressive turnaround time and QoR advantages, motivating industry 
leaders to aggressively standardize on it. • May 23, 2016 – Synopsys announced that it expanded its Software 
Integrity strategy to address the cybersecurity and safety challenges faced by the automotive industry. • March 30, 
2016 – Synopsys unveiled Custom Compiler™, a new custom design solution that closes the FinFET productivity gap 
by shortening custom design tasks from days to hours.

Name of Company: Synopsys, Incorporated

Year Established in Israel: Synopsys established an office in Israel in 1998.

Number of Employees: ~118 employees in Israel (~11,200 employees worldwide)

Fields of Interest: Electronic Design Automation (EDA), semiconductor 

intellectual property (IP), software security and quality, and services

Website: www.synopsys.com
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Company Profile:
Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) is a global semiconductor design and manufacturing company that develops 
analog ICs and embedded processors. By employing the world's brightest minds, TI creates innovations that 
shape the future of technology. TI is helping more than 100,000 customers transform the future, today. Learn more 
at www.ti.com.
Texas Instruments serves the world’s most innovative electronics companies, helping them develop new ideas 
that change the way we live. By providing semiconductor technologies that promote greater power efficiency, 
enable more features, enhance performance and deliver more value, TI expands the possibilities every day for how 
we learn, connect, grow and discover.

Technologies & Products: 
TI Israel provides system solution products in the following areas: 
      Wireless connectivity solutions: WiFi, Bluetooth and other technologies for broad-market wireless products
      Internet of Things (IoT) technology
      Local sales and technical support for all TI products

Acquisitions in Israel:
TI Israel was established in 1999 after the acquisition of Libit and Butterfly.

Product/Activity Highlights:
The TI Israel team, composed of highly experienced engineers in a broad spectrum of disciplines (e.g., 
architecture, system, SoC design, verification and testing, software), is able to define, implement and certify 
highly-complex wireless and wireline systems. The TI Israel team is also the center of excellence for IOT 
technology within TI.
TI Israel also collaborates with leading universities and maintains a constant relationship with academic 
institutions by assigning TI employees to mentor and guide students throughout their graduation projects. We are 
also highly involved in community outreach activities, including our key volunteering initiative called Different  
Lesson. This program develops meaningful civic involvement in the Israeli public school system, focusing on 
science and mathematics fields.

Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI)

Year Established in Israel: 1999

Number of Employees: Over 100

Fields of Interest: Developing WiFi devices and IOT technology; 

local sales and support

Website: www.ti.com
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Company Profile:
At Twist Bioscience, our expertise is accelerating science and innovation by leveraging the power of scale. We have 
developed a proprietary semiconductor-based synthetic DNA manufacturing process featuring a high throughput 
silicon platform capable of producing synthetic biology tools, including genes, oligonucleotide pools and variant 
libraries. Our solution expedites the design, build, test cycle to enable personalized medicines, pharmaceuticals, 
sustainable chemical production, improved agriculture production, diagnostics, biodetection and data storage. 

Technologies & Products: 
The Tel Aviv R&D center is building the software tools which enables the synthetic biologists to design, debug and 
manufacture biological code, and develop better bio-based products faster and cheaper.

Acquisitions in Israel:
Genome Compiler, April 2016.

Twist Bioscience

Year Established in Israel: 2016 

Number of Employees: 150 (15 in Israel)

Fields of Interest: Biotechnology, Computer Science, Bioinformatics, 

Genetic Engineering, Synthetic Biology

Website: https://www.twistbioscience.com/
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IATI - Israel Advanced Technology Industries

Bldg E, 89 Medinat HaYehudim St., Herzliya Pituach, Israel

Tel: +972 (0)73 713 3401, Fax: 972-73-713-6314,

iati@iati.co.il, www.iati.co.il


